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- and personal life 9, 99, 107
- and polarizing 90, 107, 204
- and serving collective higher goals 90, 107, 204
- and U-process 321
- approach 86
- collective shift 10
- fall 108, 109, 194, 305, 315
- impact of size, age and home country 190
- indicators see indicators
- levels 7, 9, 89, 149, 185, 202
- measurement of corporations 185–6
- of airlines 188–94
- of banks 188–97
- of coffee sector 189
- of food, beverages and tobacco sectors 187–93
- of governments 68
- of individuals 104
- of industrial sectors 185–97
- of local area development projects 206–7
- of nations 145–54, 316
- of NGOs 11, 229–47
- of oil & gas sector 185–97
- scale see levels
- shift 108
- test format for individuals 106, 107
- testing of 104
- uplifting 110, 117, 195, 201, 303
- variations 106
- sustainable development see leadership
- and balance 6, 61
- capitals 62, 69, 83, 85
- concept 15, 27, 55, 232
- consensus building for 285–300
- goals of 3, 43, 56, 62, 75, 83, 87, 293
- history of 14
- index 79
- indicators see indicators
- initiatives 201
- integrated framework 61, 74
- location specific 63, 199
- market forces 115
- measurement see monitoring
- mission 7, 55
- monitoring 7, 74, 84
- obstacles 201
- of cities 285–300
- of corporations 160
- pillars 185, 188, 190, 206–7, 223
- practices 4
- responsibility 298
- synergy 62
- themes 61
- triggers 287
- sustainable society
- conditions 56
- drivers towards 4
- urban initiatives 11
- Sweden 18, 25, 39
- Synnervation 273–5
- Syria 109
- system
- dynamics 17
- global 306
- of values 259
- TAIGA 234–42
- Tao 99–103
- Tao Te Ching 99, 100
- Taylor, Frederick 126
- Telos Sustainability Center 83, 247
- terrorism, 306, 312, 314
- Texas City 6
- Theory U 319
- Thomison, Tom 271
- tier
- first 260
- second 260, 264
- Tilburg 62, 85
- Tilburg University 83, 87, 185, 247
- Tillich, Paul, 20
- Tolba, Mustafa 27, 28, 33
- Töpfer, Klaus 43
- Toyota 131, 132
Index

trade-off 288, 297
transformation
actions 321
and change 128
from subsistence to being 260
of consciousness 8, 65
of corporations 12
of governments 12
of individuals 7, 117–19, 122
of network society 200
prerequisites for 130
to higher moral values 10
triggered by crises 307–16
transition see transformation
transparency 173, 185, 246, 290, 305, 313
transportation 286, 287
Treaty of Amsterdam 42
trends 12, 303–17
Triodos Foundation xi, 247
triple bottom-line 38, 39, 60, 157, 328
Triple P approach see triple bottom-line
Truman, Harry 23
trust and felt responsibility 8
Tunisia 109, 110
Turkey 23, 306
turquoise see memes

Uganda 151
UK 23, 110
UN 7, 15, 75, 83, 146, 329
UN
Commission on Sustainable Development see CSD
Conference on Environment and Development see Summit Rio
Conference on the Human Environment see Stockholm Conference
Convention against Corruption 314
Convention on Biological Diversity 28, 34
Convention on Climate Change see climate
Convention on Desertification 34
Convention on the Law of the Sea 313
Development Decade 25
Framework Convention on Climate Change see climate
General Assembly 18, 20, 25, 28, 29, 33, 43, 45
Millennium Development Goals see millennium
Outer Space Treaty 315
Program of Action for achieving Sustainable Development see agenda 21
Universal Declaration of Human Rights 57
World Commission on Environment and Development, see Brundtland Commission
World Summit on Sustainable Development see summit Johannesburg

unanimity 290
UNCED 4, 34
UNCSD see CSD
UNCTAD 20, 25
UNDP 33, 34, 41
unemployment 22, 61
UNEP 20, 27–8, 33, 41, 45–6
UNESCO 27, 36
Unilever 133
Union College 258
Union of International Associations 250
University of Cambridge 251
U-process
and crystallizing 320
and downloading 319
and performing 320
and presencing 8, 12, 320, 323, 325
and prototyping 320
and seeing 319
and sensing 320, 323
US Congress 23–4
utilitarianism 88, 161
value
chain 222–3
creation 289, 297
Van Melle 316
Vedic scriptures 57
Venezuela 306
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Visa International 266
visibility 255
Volkswagen Foundation 17
volunteer 267, 286

Wall-Mart 131
Wall Street 327
war on terror 5, 108, 308, 315
Ward, Barbara 19–21
Warioba, Joseph 44
Washington 331
Watchdog mission 230
water
conservation 286
scarcity 306, 307
WBCSD 37, 115, 147
Weber, Max 126
Weizsäcker, Ernst Ulrich von 44, 63
wellbeing index 80, 81
We-oriented 204
West, the 110, 305, 330
White Jr., Lynn
whole
being part of the 260
collective 8
of society 132
voice of the 267
Whole Foods Market 136, 137
Wijffels, Herman 115–7, 128, 263, 265
Wilber, Ken 8, 88, 222, 262
Wild West episode 90
Willem-Alexander, prince of the Netherlands 44
window-dressing 328
wisdom tradition 325
WISER 253
WiserEarth 253
World Bank 15, 18, 19, 26, 33, 146
World Conservation Strategy 27, 42
World Council of Churches 20, 21, 25
World Economic Forum 79, 306
World Environment Organization 46
World Health Organization 46, 311
worldview 259, 262
World War I 22
II 15, 20, 21, 23, 59, 305
WRI 234–42
WSSD 43
WTO 40, 45, 59
WWF 15, 16, 27, 234–42

Yale University 79
yellow see memes
Yeltsin, Boris 58
zero-sum game 296
Zine El Abidine Ben Ali 110
zoning 286, 289